Membranes as a path to upend chemical separations in
cannabis and hemp processing

2020

Developers of nanofiltration equipment see enormous environmental benefits in
replacing winterization and solvent distillation
By Ahmed Shuja Ph.D.
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It is common for chemist in biomass oil processing to
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spend most of their time separating components of
large quantities of chemical mixtures into pure or purer
forms. A groundbreaking study in 2016 appeared in
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Nature in 2016 [1] estimated purification processes
such as distillation consume 10-15% of world energy
consumption. Primarily this is due to manipulating
chemicals by evaporation and subsequently cooling. In
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recent years there has been global efforts explore
materials technology to make thin polymers films
that can separate chemicals in
bulk without temperature swings
to reduce energy consumption.
The author interviewed experts in
the

filed

from

University

of

Manchester in polymer chemistry
it was found there is a gap that
exists between polymer material
scientists and system integration
engineers. This was described in a 2020 paper by HA

The common five steps to
process cannabis and hemp oil

*A quad is a unit of energy equal to
1015 British thermal units [1]

Le Phuong [2] where some 177 journal papers on

Chemical separations account for 50% of the

reviewed. The majority of literature focuses on small

US Industrial energy use and 10-15% of the

area testing of new polymer seperation films. Phuong

adopting the new membrane methods of chemical

nation’s

consumption.

states “industrially relevant solute concentrations

seperation. This required the founding team to fund a key

Developing alternatives that do not use heat

hinder the pace of development of this sustainable

piece of transition research on how to scale nanofiltration

could make 80% of these separations 10x

separation method that could ultimately provide

technology.

more energy efficient.

greener manufacturing strategies” indicating a gap in

total

energy

solvent

The US cannabis and hemp market are
excellent candidates for low temperature
seperation techniques for several reasons.
Most other industries have already scaled

resistant

commercialization

nanofiltration

pathway

for

membranes

new

were

membrane

technologies. This gap is best filled with industrial
process development engineers acting as system
process integrator.

Mainstream extraction and refining of hemp or cannabis
oil can be broken down into five production steps shown
above. The Ecosce founders began to look at step 4 as an
area of production in need of innovation due to the
intensive energy usage. The stripping of waxes and lipids

and have long capital equipment lifecycles

After several years of helping other entrepreneurs

from the crude oil is important because they keep the oil

that

The

enact their business plans acting as manufacturing

from being shelf stable as these can oxidize and cause oil

sensitivity of the cannabinoids and terpenes

consultants the Ecosce founders had an idea for a new

to become dark.

elevated temperatures provide additional

and unique product. The goal was to fill in the

motivation

technology gap that was pointed by Phuong and other

prevent

to

innovation

adopt

separation technologies.

adoption.

low

temperature

polymer materials researchers. By acting as system
integrators Ecosce would help industrial customer in

Wildfires of
Unprecedented
scale hit US
West Coast

Ecosce Launch at
MJBizCon Con 2019
First to market with
nanofiltration equipment as
displayed in December 2019

The US West coast was hit with

Also, these components will carbonize in

A reduction in new inquiries as

space

unprecedented wildfires in 2020.

distillation and cause production issues.

several companies put expansion

development for the past 18 months.

Combined over five million acres

Recycling solvents is also a major area of

plans on hold.

Vantage Hemp has a state-of-the-art

have burned in California. Colorado

interest

has seen three of the largest fires in
history just this year with the
Cameron and Peak fire burning
greater than 200,000 acres. With
greater than 18,000 fires on the west
coast in 2020 the fires were
observed from space with NASA
telescopes.

going

from

winterization

to

distillation. Completing this step without
evaporating the solvent could save 90%
of the energy consumed by evaporation.

The Ecosce team focused on the
existing commissioning projects to be
delivered and worked very closely
with the early adopters of the

that

has

been

under

facility that uses cutting edge of
technology to convert dried hemp
biomass into consistently high-quality
CBD

extracts

at

commercial

scale. The Ecosce Omega Mk1 skid

Initially the team set up to run benchtop

technology to help the customer base

experiments where membrane modules

adopt the new technology. the focal

were

global

switch to consulting existing clients

vendors. After bench testing the Ecosce

kept the founder traveling. “In 2020

“The Ecosce technology

sourced

from

several

is used to strip waxes from the crude
oil.

team set out to design industrial skids to

we have been on the ground in three

The fires are a direct result of climate

is a great addition to our

carry out the two processes at scale at a

states during wildfires on the west

change

rate

coast

facility as it solves the

driven

by

industrial

of

5-15

kilos/hr

of

crude

oil

that were the largest

in

consumption of fossil fuels and

processing. The team was also faced with

recorded history in California, Oregon

primary bottleneck that

carbon dioxide emissions. The hemp

the challenge of educating the market

and Colorado” stated founder Dr.

occurs in winterization”

and

are

about this new type of product offering the

Shuja.

particularly vulnerable to these fires.

reader can see the invited talk in 2019

The

cannabis

largest

industry

hemp

farming

where Dr. Shuja discussed product

operations are based in Oregon and

development [3]. In December 2019, the

California. Also, the oil processing

team

facilities house hundreds if not

MJBizCon in Las Vegas. The technology

thousands of gallons of flammable

was well received by the potential

solvents. This makes these facilities

customer base. The team did an excellent

particularly vulnerable to wildfire

job in 2019 securing orders for industrial

threat.

machines to be placed across the US.

displayed

their

innovation

at

The hemp industry could serve to

As 2020 got started all signs pointed to an

reduce

gas

excellent product rollout. After Q1 of 2020

from

as shelter in place orders were issued in

emission

the
in

greenhouse
many

ways

sustainable farming to the choices of
industrial practices that are adopted

California the Ecosce sales team saw

One such example is Vantage Hemp
located in Greely, Colorado that has

noted Deepank Utkhede,
Chief Operation Officer of
Vantage hemp
.

Energy Savings
Modeling production and capital
costs is a topic of great interest to
customer base. Ecosce has
offered help with technoeconomic
modeling to its potential customer
base by creating a webtool to
model operations an energy cost.

www.ecosce.com/savings
The experience working with early

The second area of innovation is that

customers has been invaluable. A

of

network of industrial users allows

providing the heat of vaporization.

new insights into applying advanced

This is typically done with falling film

membrane

distillation machines. A recent article

technology

at

the

solvents

without

[4] notes that falling films have limits

industrial level.
it has been the thesis of the founding
team’s that the performance of the
industrial platform would go up in time
due to advancements in membrane
technology. This module innovation
curve has progressed quickly as
many global vendors of membranes
have under evaluation by the Ecosce
team.
Ecosce

reclaiming

of

recovery

of

70-80%

solvent

removal and must be followed by a
rotary evaporator. Using data from
commonly

available

falling

film

systems the energy per gallon of
solvent reclaimed can approximately
5000 BTU. When this is compared to
the energy used with nanofiltration at
the industrial level the energy can be
800 BTU. This is an 85% reduction

targeted

providing

the

dewaxing application at launch at a

Solvents reclaimed
form oil with
nanofiltration can
save 80- 90% of the
energy typically used
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when switching between these two
equipment types.

production rate of 5-15 kg/hr. As of
October 2020, the team has seen
After a yearlong design and field review

these original production rate rapidly
increases by 3-5x. The ability to clean
up crude oil quickly is paramount for
operators to maintain margin in a
highly competitive market
The Ecosce team was able to also

Ecosce setting new industry
dewaxing records after hitting
3-5x the advertised
production rates

Ecosce is the 1st and only industrial
nanofiltration equipment company to
successfully complete 3rd party engineering
review. The Ecosce Omega Mk Series
skids were evaluated for fire safety, boiler,
and pressure vessel code, ASME codes

save the customers greater than 50%

and safety in controlled work environments

on the replacement module costs

Ecosce is the only industrial skid stamped

despite the breakneck 3-5x increases

in every jurisdiction in the USA where

in dewax processing speeds.

hemp and cannabis oils are being
processed.

Despite the less than ideal year 2020
has presented the Ecosce Inc. team
is hopeful for the future. As 2021
comes into full swing the team
Ecosce anticipates a resurgence in
demand

About Ecosce
After several years working as
chemical process consultants
Noah Ley and Ahmed Shuja
founded Ecosce in January of
2019. They noticed a market
opportunity developing around
the processing of oils extracted
from cannabis and hemp and

optimize energy usage.

temperature

recent win of Biden over Trump for
the

US

Presidency

additional

cannabis friendly federal legislation
will likely follow. As the industry
scales it is anticipated technologies
like winterization will be replaced with

Ecosce plans to offer opportunities

Ecosce has gathered critical data on

for investors to get involved in 2021

the adoption of membranes to oil

as the company transitions for further

processing further automated line

market growth and product types.

integration
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is

now

possible

for

communication between upstream
and

downstream

production
anticipated

processes

environments.
that

other

It

in
is

room

temperature separation techniques
will be combined with nanofiltration to
further impact the energy efficiency of
the oil processing industry.
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